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Abstract
Learning processes in architecture have always been a complex and difficult
research field; the specific qualities of architectural education from childhood to
adulthood are far from to be really known.
We will present some studies, some coming from works with children in primary
school and some from the university level in the school of architecture in
Barcelona. We will analyze with some examples how the dialogical dimensions of
the knowledge of architects can be developed, underdeveloped and even
destroyed in education.
Some conclusions will intend to uncover how to bridge the gap between practice
and theory in architectural education, and then we can immediately understand
that this gap has been produced by the wrong assumption that learning and design
architectural processes can develop out of their social and cultural-geographic
circumstances, in an abstract and apolitical place, where the relationships between
experience and reflection can never exist.
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1. The Kernel of Architectural Learning
The accelerated development of research in natural, social or cognitive sciences confirms today
the truth of these pre-scientific hypotheses. Hundreds of books and works have uncovered, step
by step, the specific knowledge of that “architectonic wisdom”, throughout different disciplinary
views. Some of these views are the following:
A) The negative and interactive relationship between the environment and the living
organisms uncovered by Jean Piaget and others. (Piaget, 1980)
B) The heterochronic third developmental power of life, besides the genetic heritage and
the survival of species defined by McNamara (McKinney & McNamara, 1991) and
Langer (Langer, Rivera, Schlesinger, & Wakeley, 2003) and all the ecological essential
environmental studies from the last fifty years.
C) The dialogical and chronotopic nature of the human culture and human communication
(Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination. Four Essays by M.M. Bakhtin, 1981; Hutchins,
2006; Sisto, 2015)
D) The psychosocial historical origin of geometry stated by E. Husserl and uncovered by
Derrida (Husserl, 1962).
E) The configurative human structure of cities according to Bill Hillier (1996; 2014).
F) The hermeneutic and phenomenological role of architects analyzed by Paul Ricoeur,
and others (Ricoeur, 1985; 1986; Kaufmann, 1995; Giedion, 1975) partially developed
today by Pallasma and S. Holl (Pallasmaa, Holl, & Puente, 2006; Robinson &
Pallasmaa, 2015; Pallasmaa, Mallgrave, Robinson, & Gallese, 2015).
G) The linguistic dimensions of space defined by Ch. Alexander, B. Hillier and D. Seamon
by looking to a set of intersubjective spatial and temporal rules (Alexander, Ishikawa, &
Silverstein, 1977; Hillier & Hanson, 1984; Seamon, 2008).
H) The mathematical and logical models related with the first cognitive stages of children
minds (Piaget, Henriques, & Ascher, 2013; Zimmermann & Hofkirchner, 2009).
I)

The intersubjective constitutive component of the human distributive spatialanthropological knowledge by E. T. Hall (1959; 1966), E. Hutchins (2006) and others,
(Gärdenfors, 2007), (Rapoport, 2008), Gallagher (De Jaeger, Di Paolo, & Gallagher,
2010), etc.

J) The intersubjective meaning of architecture as art analyzed, among others by the
members of the Wanburg Institute, as L. Ettlinguer or E. Gombrich, and by S. Kostof, S.
Giedion, M. Saura, etc.
K) Finally the huge work by my friend Lewis Mumford and all his friends like Bruno Zevi, in
urban planning, who followed the traces of Patrick Geddes that today have been
developed by Alberto Magnaghi(Magnaghi, 2011) and followers: Marcelo Zárate,
Raffaele Paloscia, Maurizio Carta, etc.
Diagram I shows the kernel of the architectural knowledge in order to perform a good design as
a synthesis of all these previous research works. Two combined pair of conditions, the two axes
in this diagram, frames this knowledge: the experience to theory feedback and the subject to
social interactions.
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The generation of
o a good design
d
happe
ens always at the centtre of the diagram wherre the
definition of a creative design relies (S
Saura et alt. 2016). Be
esides, diagrram II show
ws the
relatio
onships bettween urban
n planning and educa
ation during the twentie
eth century A.C.
(Muntañola and alt,
a 2014). Th
hese relation
nships are not arbitrary or
o by chance
e, they desc
cribe a
necesssary conditiion of plannin
ng as an edu
ucative and cultural
c
condition of huma
an life.
In bo
oth cases kno
owledge is generated
g
byy interactions
s between subjects and historical co
ontext,
betwe
een objects and contexts etc. No kn
nowledge is produced byy an isolated
d subject or by an
isolatted object.

D
Diagram
I. “PHR
RONESIS”: The Role of Theorie
es
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Diagram
m II. Pedagogical Theories and Urban
U
Planning
g Theories

2. The
T Dialog
gical Mode
els of Citie
es Built by
y Children
n
After several stud
dies about th
he psychoge
enetic develo
opment of ch
hildren’s concceptions of places
p
to live
e in (Muntañola, 2016a), we started to analyse the constructio
on (or co-con
nstruction) off cities
by so
ocial groups of
o six childre
en, three boys and three girls,
g
from fivve to twelve yyears of age.
These models of cities are dialogical beca
ause they “re
epresent” the
e sociophysiical structure
es you
can find
f
in diagra
am III and IV
V, where the
e differences
s between th
he monologiical cities an
nd the
dialog
gical cities are uncovered. Moreovver, the cultural characcteristics of the schools
s that
“prod
duce” monolo
ogical or dialo
ogical “spatia
ality” are sho
own.
In sh
hort, the dialogical cities demands a pedagogy of social co
ooperation, ccoordination or, at
least,, some kind of
o social inte
eractive and intersubjectiv
i
ve sociophyssical learning
g processes.
In co
ontrast, mono
ological cities demand schools
s
with either a high “competitivve” input between
childrren or a lackk of coopera
ative intersub
bjective actio
ons, where each
e
child iss working me
entally
alone
e. Both, wild children –children that live socially isolated in the natural e
environmentt– and
virtua
al addicted children –children that live
e socially iso
olated in the real environ
nment–, prod
duce a
mono
ological spatiiality with lacck of social in
nteraction.
Finallly, monologiccal fundamentalism produces monolo
ogical global rigid cities w
with homogeneous
rules.
More
eover these dialogical models
m
are, as Mikhail Bakhtin indicates, “crea
ative chronottopes”
(Muntañola, 2016
6b). They are
e at a crossin
ng point betw
ween:

a)

Social interaction and
d object intera
action.
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b)
Psychoge
enetic develo
opment and sociogenetiic development, since th
hey represent the
articu
ulation of perrsonal and so
ocial knowled
dge througho
out participattion.
c)

The new city represen
nted by the model
m
and th
he real world where the m
model can be
e built.

Then, these citiess are a beau
utiful example of “social art” and a good way of understandin
ng the
relatio
onship betwe
een physicall forms and social
s
behaviiour.
In this way, the fu
undamental link between
n the social interaction of
o each place
e and the ph
hysical
chara
acteristics of this same place are defiined, and it is possible to
o measure it.. As Bill Hillie
er has
exten
nsively discussed there exist
e
general forces behind the speccific cultural and socioph
hysical
link of
o each place
e. However, these force
es are at the
e core of hum
man evolutio
on, so they evolve
e
historrically and be
ehave in the way John Searle describ
bes them as background.
They are neither “natural”, nor “mechaniical”. They are
a the human constructtion of realitty and
childrren know the
em very well.
In dia
agrams III an
nd IV some examples
e
of architectural education in children are shown, an
nd the
different learning
g processess are linked
d to differe
ent pedagog
gies and to
o different social
experriences. So no neutral and magicc geometrical forms arre the origin
n of archite
ectural
know
wledge. Chan
nges in geom
metry are linkked to changes in the soccial experien
nces of spatia
al and
temporal frames. Experience and abstracctions built to
ogether the specific
s
archiitecture and urban
formss generated by six childre
en in each co
ollective cons
struction. (Sa
aura and alt, 2013)
The analysis,
a
by the space syntax
s
digita
al software of
o these mod
dels of citiess built by chiildren,
allow
ws to see the physical diffference betw
ween cities in relation to th
he social beh
haviour and use
u of
them. That is the socio-physiccal structure or configuration of the arrchitecture off the cities de
efined
by Biill Hillier, where the red colour repre
esents the highest social interaction,, and the blu
ue the
lowesst. (Hillier, 19
996, 2014)

Diagram
m III. Monologic
cal Cities
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Diagra
am IV. Dialogica
al Cities

3. So
ome Exam
mples in th
he School of Archite
ecture of Barcelona
a
We will
w analyse now a micrro-experience
e in the firs
st course of the school of architectu
ure in
Barce
elona where the professor Magda Saura organis
sed the courrse with two different pre
evious
conditions:
A) Th
he interaction
n between th
he design byy computer and
a the desig
gn experiencce of each sttudent
is the
e key point. This
T
feed-bacck “feeds” th
he quality of each design, neither the experience of the
stude
ent, nor the abilities
a
with the
t computer by themsellves “feeds” the
t quality off each design.
B) Th
he design wo
ork is mainly personal, bu
ut the permanent social and
a collective
e evaluation of the
desig
gn processess, with the role of the proffessor as a choreograph
c
er who leave
es each stud
dent to
“dancce” (to design) as a partiicipant in a cultural
c
and architecturall “celebration
n” or party, is
s very
imporrtant too.
In th
he following figures and
d written arrguments, some
s
studen
nts from thiis first courrse of
archittectural desiign are show
wn. In each case the interaction betw
ween manua
al experienc
ce and
comp
puter design is the key of the learn
ning design process. Th
he better is the link between
manu
ual abilities and
a computer abstraction
n the better is
s the design at the end. If you analys
se this
intera
action in the best grades, you see tha
at experienc
ce and aesthetic artistic q
qualities com
mbined
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with reflexion through geometric abstractions arrive to good design and in lower grades, either
the experience or the abstractions are poorly related, and do not fit each other.
At the end of the studies the final design presented in Mallorca by student Arabella García, it is
easy to grasp the control of different representations by hand and by computer, and the
increased power of the design thanks to this polyphonic integration of interactive architectural
knowledge between the old and the new, the natural and the technical, always in a living spatial
place where each object has the best possible location in relation to others. (Muntañola et alt,
2016)

Figure 1. This is the best student in the group; take into account that is the first course of architectural design. He
combines abstract geometrical spatial thought with a growing experience about living architectural forms. He never
forgets this link, so the real construction of the design is present in the geometrical forms. Models help in the process
and artistic references shows that the synthesis between experience and abstraction is there.
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Figure 2. This was a good student; however the extreme need for abstract representation, too soon, decreases her
manual qualities. The student cannot control the real qualities of architecture, because she is looking for a better
abstraction, but she cannot succeed. And the computer instead to help her pushes her to a less significant design.
Probably, with more manual representation the design would be better in her case.

Figure 3. One of the worst students in the group, she is poor both in experience and in abstraction, but she is bad in the
link between both. Reason for this performance in her case should be looked for in the horizontal axis of diagram III She
is a student with little interaction with the rest of students. The psycho-social poor interaction is often the origin of a lack
of link between experience and abstraction, because probably in that case, this link does not follow the social and
cultural rules of the group as a social group. The relationships with the children examples in diagrams III and IV are at
this point very relevant.
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Figure 4. One of the best Final Designs in the last years, this student combined reality a representation in a beautiful
and technological manner. The castle of Santueri in Mallorca, today without function, could really be a very special
touristic place, with this design. The qualities of the place are kept and the new building follows technic codes and social
needs for this kind of expensive touristic locations. Nothing is arbitrary or abstract utopia, real experience is always
there, physical and social qualities of architecture never are independent each other, but articulated.

4. Final Conclusions
In all the cases presented here, diagram I works as a generative method for architectural
teaching and learning. No genetic conditions, and no a-priori rules, can be effective at this point.
The interactions described in the diagram I can fail for a lot of different reasons and we have
analysed some of them in the previous chapter. Each student is a specific case of more or less
failure and more or less successful interaction, and the role of the professor is just to increase
success and decrease failure, however it is the student itself who should take responsibility for
his or her design actions.
For this reasons, the choreographic concept is very strong, as the recent work by professors
Rainer Zimmermann from Berlin (Zimmermann, 2015) and professor Alva Noe (Noë, 2015)
from Berkeley uncover.
The basic idea by Aristotle that in order to teach architecture it is not enough to be able to do
good design, because it is necessary to know why that design is good in order to communicate
knowledge, is confirmed at this point, since the crossing point between the two axis of diagram I
it is not simply a matter of practice but a matter of theory too. However, practice can never be
substituted by theories of any kind; it is the interaction between them that generates knowledge.
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Finally, this analysis of architectural design teaching and learning, points to equilibrium in the
profession of the architect between practice and theory. Today architectural research is
considered less important than architectural design practices, and, in a long term, this
disequilibrium can decrease the power of the profession. (Muntañola, 2016)
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